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Head of Management Accounts
The Steeper Group is a privately-owned business that was formed almost 100 years ago. Since then we have
expanded across prosthetics, orthotics and assistive technology – with a focus on creating significant turning points in
individuals’ lives through exceptional clinical services and award-winning products.
We are a true leader in our market. From humble beginnings, we have grown to become one of the UK’s largest
suppliers of Orthotic, Prosthetic and Assistive Technology products. Uniquely, we combine age-old craft skills with the
latest innovations in manufacturing and materials.
Steeper’s vision is to create life’s turning points, together. We aim to do this with innovative prosthetic,
orthotic and assistive technology products and services.
We currently have a vacancy for a motivated team player to join our company as a Head of Management Accounts
working within our Group Finance department in Leeds.
The successful candidate will prepare and review monthly management accounts to board pack- 7 day completion
process and play a key part in the management accounts reporting, looking at ways to improve and change processes
and proactively find solutions to streamline business models to improve efficiencies
Duties/ Responsibilities:
In addition, you will:










Effectively understand costing procedures through product knowledge
Analyse and evaluate P&L and Balance Sheet providing detailed commentary
Understand business costs working with senior stakeholders to highlight any inefficiencies and improvements
Business partner with various departments to ensure other departments have a greater understanding of
finance
Be involved with project delivery across the management accounting function
Conduct operational management meetings to present figures and provide required information, being able to
look beyond the current period and provide strong financial data to key stakeholders
Carry out quarterly forecasting, comparing against budget forecasts ensuring targets are adhered too
Provide support and develop models for new tender pricing
Develop SQL reports through X3 system

If you feel you have the necessary attributes to be considered for the above position, to apply, please complete an
application form or submit your CV. Application forms can be obtained by emailing the HR team on
(hr@steepergroup.com). Alternatively visit www.rslsteeper.com/careers and download an application form from the
website.
Strictly no agencies
th
The closing date for applications is Friday 19 September 2017
Steeper is committed to valuing diversity and treating everyone who works for or wishes to work for
us fairly. We will treat everyone with the same attention, courtesy and respect, regardless of age,
impairment, ethnic origin, nationality, religion or belief, social class, sex, sexual orientation, gender
reassignment, marital or civil partnership status, responsibility for dependents, pregnancy and
maternity or trade union activity. Steeper is committed to act positively towards disabled people and
we actively welcome applications from disabled people.

